
By installing Qyos Acoustic booths from Actiu, noise disturbance is significantly reduced, providing

employees with quiet spaces for focused work or confidential conversations.

 Qyos are high quality sustainability manufactured pods, which meet the expectations and requirements

for a sustainability conscious client. 
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ESW and M2 Office Interiors have created a great place where employees

can go to make private phone calls, host meetings or work alone for optimal

concentartion. M2 Office installed Qyos Acoustic booths from Actiu which

not only look modern and stylish but also come with numerous benefits. 

Employees now have access to private spaces where they can work without distractions, leading to

improved concentration and productivity.The availability of meeting spaces within the office encourages

collaboration and communication among team members, fostering a more cohesive work environment. 

ESW

ESW is a busy corporate office that recognised the need for more meeting rooms. 
 They needed sound proof, modern spaces to hold meetings with their clients. Sustainability is extremely
important to ESW, so it was crucial to them that the meeting pods were environmentally friendly, while also
giving a modern look and feel to the space.



ESW

“From start to finish, M2Office have been incredible, from their knowledge of their products, to their selection
of stock and options means you can truly tailor the pods to your needs and look. Their response times are

exceptionally fast and scheduling is flexible to your needs.

 We couldn't be more thrilled with the meeting room pods - they're absolutely fantastic! Working with the
entire team has been an absolute pleasure. The team's professionalism, attention to detail, and impeccable

work ethic have truly impressed us. They've maintained a tidy and safe workspace throughout the install, and
their friendly demeanor has made the entire process enjoyable. 

Thank you M2Office for making a great impact on the ESW workplace.”

 April O'Connor -
Global Facilities Operations
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